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Yongnuo 600ex-rt ii review

It wasn't very long ago that if you wanted full compatibility between your flash and camera, you bought the same brand flash unit. The problem is the same brand of flashlights are quite expensive. Now, in steps like Yongnuo, which on the surface can offer all the same options, such as TTL,
but a much cheaper price point. Much cheaper, but can do the same ... Hmmm. We've all heard that one before, so let's have a look at Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II and see if it can be measured until standard Canon users are accustomed to, especially the Canon 600 EX II-RT. DesignI was
waiting to review this new Yongnuo flash as I bought one of my models some time ago, YN560 IV. Unknown to me until it arrived, the flash seemed to only work manually with my camera and remote controls, but it works pretty well as lighting. So, on the latest version with a lot of
functionality and hopefully better compatibility. At first glance, Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II almost looks like a carbon copy of Canon. The same button layout, the same swivelly flash head, with only one or two small details difference here and there. Yongnuo can be used as a master or slave
unit and supports wireless flash shooting to trigger other YN600EX-RT II's or Canon 600EX-RT II.That it said different camera structures and previous versions of Canon flash units can operate differently, so be sure to test Yongnuo against your setup. Yongnuo makes your own radio
triggers if you need an off-camera setup. They will also depend on the flash light you are using and the camera, so always check before buying. Looks are more or less the same between Yongnuo and Canon, but the build quality between the two has a lot of difference. While Canon feels

like a solid chunk of plastic, ready to take some significant blows, Yongnuo doesn't feel anywhere near the same stable. Yongnuo still feels relatively solid, but I couldn't risk it being dropped or even rained on – which Canon can take its stride. Diffusers are known to break off and some hot
shoe fasteners breaking on Yongnuo. In other words, from build quality alone you can see how Yongnuo has made a cheaper price point for the same amount of functionality. Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II supports TTL/M/Multi flash, as well as a conventional host of Canon-like features such as
High Speed Sync, auto and manual zoom - 20-200mm, as well as firmware upgrades. The menu system is set out more or less the same as canon, making Canon 600 users instantly at home. There are no key buttons for the flash head, which can become annoying, especially if you
accidentally knock the head flash regularly. As Yongnuo is a direct copy, it actually synchronizes very well with other Canon 600 speedlights, but it may take some trying. In general, functionality feels very similar to Canon works with the same level of functionality. Although almost identical,
the light put out by each unit can sometimes vary slightly. Yongnuo can add some purple to the flare of light at times, but regardless, the light source is consistent. How does Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II Compare? The biggest contender for Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II is canon 600 EX II-RT. It
has a rock-solid build that is able to make blows in everyday photography. Canon is a great all-rounder, with a quick refresh rate, full ETTL and can easily connect with other Canon flash units and Yongnuo as a master or slave. The 600 EX is a go-to flash for most Canon users, especially
those who want peace of mind for full integration and a unit that will last for years. Canon flash range simply ticks all boxes of portable flash units. The only real downside that is common to all flash units of this type is four AA batteries instead of one lithium-ion battery. This means that you
can end up carting around loads of AA batteries like a huge bag of sweets, but it will go with the area with these flashes. Otherwise, it's down to investing in studio strobes. After all, if you don't mind the extra cost of Canon, it's definitely a unit to buy extra build quality and take care that it can
produce the goods every time. Yongnuo YN600EX-RT IICanon EX 600 IIE-TTL Yes Yes 20-200mm 20-200mmTilts and rotates Yes YesConclusionThe Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II has all canon properties and produces some quality light power. This becomes another story if you consider a
flash unit used very regularly. If you need a flash unit to take blows for everyday use, then Canon is the best option. It's simply built for the task, and you have that extra peace of mind that it will work every time. However, if you just get into flash photography, you need a cost-effective key
flash or even some backups or secondary units, you can't go wrong with Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II.You could argue that you could buy some Yongnuo YN600EX-RT II unit costs for Canon, and this is definitely an option. But, as mentioned above, build quality and just that a bit of extra
peace of mind for Canon's work each time can be a decisive factor. Yongnuo is known for its budget speedlights. These speedlights offer great value for money and have proven reliable over time. The brand is also known to offer identical features of how to find a large manufacturer's
arsenal. Today, after a long time using the company's latest speedlight, Yongnuo YN-600EX-RT, I set my opinion on their own. Technical specifications: # Guide Number: 60 at ISO 100 # Master &amp; Remote Unit for Canon 2.4 GHz RT System / Compatible Canon E-TTL / E-TTL II #
High Speed Sync, 1st &amp; 2nd Curtain Sync # Auto / Manual - Range 20-200mm (14mm with wide panel) # USB Interface firmware Upgrade # Flash Mode - TTL, Manual, Master, Slave, Multi Flash Stroboscopic Mode # High Temperature Warning &amp; Control Introduction: Yongnuo
seems to mimic the features of Canon Speedlight and YN-600EX-RT is no different. Canon was the first manufacturer to bring radio-starting technology to their speedlights. It has opened up a wide range of avenues. It was a killer feature. Yongnuo YN 600EX-RT not only copies the serial
number from Canon, but also takes killer Radio's trigger from his big brother. It's all for a fraction of the price (Rs.13,500/-). Out-of-Box: Yongnuo provides a mini stand, user guide and, of course, speedlight wrapped in a nice black bag. The pouch is exactly identical to what canon on their
600EXRT. All this is safely packed in a double layered cardboard box. Build Quality: Speedlight feels rugged in hand. It is identical to the Canon 600EXRT. They both feel exactly the same . there is only a slight difference. The dials and buttons of the Canon are simply well built than
Yongnuo which feels plasticky. They do not instil trust. The small panel, which contains the ports, is also of poor quality and could have been better. The rubber gasket that surrounds the hotshoe is not safe enough that it does not hold in place and overtime can easily be lost. The Yongnuo
YN 600 EXRT once fell out of my arm (about 4.5 feet) and crashed into a concrete pavement somersaulting in the process. Apart from minor scratches on the unit, the speedlight did not suffer any damage and it worked flawlessly. The second time, I had a Yongnuo YN 600 EX-RT at an
altitude of about 2 feet acting like a slave. It slipped and again descended on the concrete pavement below. This time, however, the inbuilt flash tube broke. Simply swapping a broken flash tube in the speedlight functional again. This definitely proves Yongnuo has built well. Performance: At
GN 60, Yongnuo YN 600 EX-RT packs with high capacity. With such power, it is able to provide sufficient lighting in most scenarios. Flash had no problem depressing the environment on a cloudy day. Pack in two of them and you could beat the atmosphere on a sunny day. The charging
time is super fast even at full power and is used with high power Eneloop XX 2500 mAh batteries provide terrific performance. Control is a little tricky to get used to, because it's not simple enough to flash. Their features in its packages require one to spend some time before one is able to
operate the unit with confidence. Yongnuo YN 600 EX-RT worked flawlessly in ETTL mode for Canon 1200D, 60D, 7D Mark II, 5D Mark III. The effect was consistent and was also colour. AF assistant LEDs are bright to help block on an object even in quiet light. Slave performance was
consistent as well. flash triggered perfectly by canon 600 EX-RT is master or with built-in flash 60D Canon. One is able to wirelessly change the flash output or ETTL/Manual mode from the camera. This flash can also be used in groups of creative lighting effects and worked flawlessly. The
zoom head function works great in AUTO/Manual mode and can be used for creative purposes. When you pull out the built-in wide panel, automatically set the flash head zoom setting to 14mm. It helps to efficiently use flash power and has a good function. The lock switch is on and allows
you to change the settings randomly while in the field. Negative: Occasionally, when shooting in hot conditions outdoors, the flash gave a high temperature warning and just stopped working until the cooldown. I encountered it quite a few times. Never before date, I've seen this warning firing
flash at full power (for a while) so this warning out seemed strange to me. Also in my camera, the Canon 60D produced an error 20 when I tripped the shutter as the flash was in the middle of the recycle. I had to restart the camera to fix this error. This issue was resolved and reproducible.
The firmware upgrade may resolve this issue. However, this is a huge annoyance as of now. Compatibility with Canon ST-E3-RT &amp; Canon 600 EX-RT: I yongnuo YN 600 EX-RT Canon setup consisted of Canon 600 EX-RT &amp; Canon Speedlite Transmitter, ST-E3-RT. Yongnuo
worked without a hiccup. Canon's speedlite transmitter was able to communicate with the Yongnuo speedlight seamlessly and it was the Canon 600 EX-RT speedlite. This opens up the possibility of incorporating some yongnuo's if your budget is tight canon speedlites. Yongnuo deserves
credit for this feat as the product sails through this important test. If you are interested, Yongnuo also has its own speedlight transmitter, Yongnuo YN-E3-RT, which can be used to wirelessly cause Canon and Yongnuo's speedlights at a fraction of the price. Way to go Yongnuo! Yongnuo
YN 600 EX-RT for Nikon DSLR's: As Yongnuo is not a Nikon version of 600 EX-RT, I decided to slip on speed on a Nikon DSLR. Voila! On my utter amusement, speedlight worked in ETTL mode on a Nikon DSLR. The exposures were inconsistent, but not to a higher extent. In addition,
Nikon DSLR's was also able to trigger this speedlight for proper production. Of course, this is not how it is supposed to be used. However, if you are a Nikon user and need lighting for a crunch moment, you can borrow one of these from your friend who uses Canon. Conclusion: I have been
thoroughly impressed by yongnuo YN 600 EX-RT. It's a solid flash with some in its armor. At the price point, nothing that comes close. I would like to carefully recommend it as a secondary flash for those already owned by Canon There is no harm in not creating a speedlight setup on a
budget. Budget.
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